K AY L A N G C O L L E C T I O N

Patents Pending

THE SPECIAL ART
O F S E AT I N G
The Kay Lang Collection of functional
stacking chairs is the result of a
unique marriage between visionary
design and structural achievement.
Featuring a dramatic flair for style,
this series comes standard with
the MTS COMFORTflex® back and
COMFORTweb® seat for outstanding
comfort during extended use.
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Patents pending.
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Square tapered legs
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Square tapered legs
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Custom back
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Custom back
Square tapered legs

All Kay Lang stacking
models stack leg-on-leg
safely up to 10 high.

A PA S S I O N F O R
PERFORMANCE
The Kay Lang Collection
brings fresh perspectives to
banquet seating, with options
ranging from transitional to
contemporary and beyond.
Choose from more than 30
standard powdercoat colors
and a wide spectrum of
upholstery selections. Even
better, these chairs are backed
by a 12-year structural frame
warranty. It’s dependability
with a human touch, and it’s
only from MTS.
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CF5502-ST

Kay Lang

CF5502-S

Kay Lang

CF5501-ST

Kay Lang

CF5501-S
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Steel round tapered leg.

Steel square leg.
Also available in aluminum
square leg, CF5502-A.

Steel round tapered leg.

Steel square leg.
Also available in aluminum
square leg, CF5501-A.

Products covered by patent #D522,776 and patents pending.
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All Kay Lang nesting models
nest seat-on-seat safely
up to 10 high.

F eat u res

O ptions

MTS COMFORTweb® Seat Designed for exceptional comfort
during prolonged periods of sitting, the MTS COMFORTweb®
technology works by interweaving flexible, rubberized
polypropylene stretchbands in support of a 2¼" layer of
COMFORTmode® foam padding.

Custom Upholstery Make a bold statement with
your own custom upholstered back design. This
unique upholstery customization option allows you
to create a stylized back design in your choice of
upholsteries, configurations and tailored details.
Design custom chair backs in any upholstery
combination, with multiple colors and textures.
MTS COMFORTgrip™ Get a handle on easy transportation.
This ergonomically designed optional handgrip provides a
comfortable grip to assist in handling the nesting models
of the Kay Lang Collection.

MTS COMFORTflex® Seating System The Kay Lang
Collection features a COMFORTflex back, which utilizes
a high-strength aluminum alloy spring that allows the
back to flex as the person seated moves or applies
pressure to the back.
Waterfall Style Seat With a double-reinforced weltless seat
seam and COMFORTmode® foam padding, this standard
feature on MTS Kay Lang banquet seating provides years of
reliable service and dependable comfort. Available on both the
stacking and nesting models. Stacking model seat shown.

Hand Grip MTS Kay Lang stacking models are available with
a hand grip option that makes maneuverability and handling
easier from storage to setup and back again.

Premium Metal Floor Glides These premium
metal floor glides, with rubber cushion “silencer”
and nickel-plated swivel base, allow chairs to slide
easily over carpet, while resisting upholstery damage
and enhancing stacking convenience.

MTS Retractable Formed Ganger An optional feature that
enables MTS Kay Lang nesters to be ganged together.

Silhouette Back All MTS Kay Lang banquet chairs
feature MTS silhouette-style backs with no exposed
fasteners. Silhouette-style backs are designed to
provide a clean, finished appearance.
Industry’s Best Frame Finish Available in more
than 30 standard colors, MTS powdercoat finishes
are specially formulated to protect against cracking,
peeling, impact, abrasion and corrosion. Select from
Solids, Metallics and more.

Retractable Wire Ganger The MTS retractable ganger
slides out of sight under the seat when not in use. Held in
place with a molded nylon retainer, this device is available
as an option on Kay Lang stacking models.

ProBax
®

Advanced Seating Technology

MTS Square Tapered Legs Slender to the eye, yet
sturdy in function, tapered legs are a standard feature
on all stacking models, providing a look that stands up
under pressure. Round tapered legs are available on
nesting models.

ProBax® Option ProBax-infused, foam-based seating subtly
supports and tilts the pelvis, improving postural position in support
of the spine. Offered exclusively through MTS, ProBax has been
medically proven to improve comfort and alertness. Adding the
ProBax option to your banquet and conference seating is another
comforting way to differentiate yourself from the competition.
Kay Lang, President and CEO of Kay Lang + Associates, critically
acclaimed interior designer has lent her design sensibilities to this
new line of banquet seating offered exclusively from MTS.
Products covered by patent #D522,776 and patents pending.

Sit Green.

It’s not just a seat. It’s a style.

MTS Seating is sensitive to the impact of our manufacturing on the
world around us. That’s why we developed and adopted the SynerGreen®
philosophy to make continuous environmental improvements in our
processes and products, while practicing sound business principles
to focus on satisfying customer needs.
As a result, MTS is proud to be the first hospitality banquet seating
manufacturer to earn the GREENGUARD® Indoor Air Quality Certification
on all of our lines of seating products.

To see the entire line of MTS Seating products,
visit www.mtsseating.com.

Visit our website at www.mtsseating.com to find out more about our
SynerGreen program and for the big picture in seating solutions for every
setting. Discover the engineering, quality and ergonomics today’s hospitality
industry demands, and the design impact to make a lasting statement.
There’s always something new at MTS.

The MTS Representative in your area is:
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